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Abstract
The quantum regime of the free-electron laser (FEL) emerges when the discreteness of themomentum
of the electron plays a dominant role in the interactionwith the laser and thewiggler ﬁeld.Motivated
by a heuristic phase space approachwe pursue two different routes to deﬁne the transition from the
classical FEL to the quantumdomain: (i) standard perturbation theory and (ii) themethod of
averaging.Moreover, we discuss the experimental requirements for realizing aQuantumFEL and
connect them to todayʼs capabilities.
1. Introduction
For all free-electron lasers (FELs) presently in operation a descriptionwithin classical electrodynamics sufﬁces.
However, there exists a regimewhere quantummechanics plays a central role. Based on a descriptionwithin a
co-moving frame of reference, where a single electron interacts with a quantized standing lightﬁeld, we propose
a deﬁnition of and formulate the conditions for this quantum regime. Depending on the value of a single
parameter the electron dynamics reduces from an inﬁnite ladder ofmomenta to a two-level behavior. To bring
this two-level nature to light we use the powerful asymptoticmethod of averaging over fast oscillations.
1.1.What is aQuantumFEL?
In complete analogy toCompton scattering themicroscopicmechanisms of an FEL [1] can easily be understood
as two subsequent scattering processes: the electron annihilates a photon of thewiggler ﬁeld and decelerates by
the amount of the photonmomentum; then the electron scatters a photon into the copropagating laser ﬁeld and
loses againmomentum,which corresponds to themomentumof the laser photon. Thus, the change of
momentum caused by such a scattering process is always given by aﬁxed value of the recoil, leading to discrete
steps for the electronmomentum. This statement is also true for the inverse process when a laser photon is
annihilated and awiggler photon is created. However, for all existing FELs this discrete quantummechanical
recoil is ofminor importance and the electrons follow classical trajectories [2–4].
The current development of FELs focuses on theX-ray regime of radiation as exempliﬁed by the LCLS at
SLAC in Stanford [5] or the EuropeanXFEL atDESY inHamburg [6].With decreasing wavelengths, the
quantummechanical recoil which is proportional to thewave number of the laser ﬁeld increases and the
emergence of a domainwhere the discreteness of themomentumdoes play a role for the FEL dynamics is
evident. This new regime of FEL-operation, the so-called quantum regime orQuantumFEL,was theoretically
predicted by Bonifacio et al [7]. It is expected that aQuantumFELdisplays better radiation properties such as a
narrower linewidth and better temporal coherence in comparison to its classical counterpart [8]. Even though
an experimental realization is still far from reach, due to progress in the ﬁelds of accelerator and laser physics it
might be possible within the future.
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The goal of our article is to deﬁne aQuantumFEL and analyze the conditions under which it can be realized.
The full dynamics of an FEL is given by an inﬁnite ladder ofmomenta which form a continuum in the classical
limit. The opposite is the case in the quantum regime: the discreteness of themomentum states of the electron
becomes crucial.Moreover, by going deeper into the quantum regimewe can reduce the number of relevant
momentum states until we reach an effective two-level system.We emphasize that a theory based on classical
physics is not applicable in this limit sincewe do not deal with continous trajectories butwith discrete
momentum steps whichmakes a quantum theorymandatory.
1.2. Connection to existing literature
It is interesting to note that theﬁrst theories of an FELwere based on quantummechanics [9] before it became
evident that classical physics sufﬁces formost of the situations [2, 3, 10]. However, also after this important
insight therewas still interest in developing a quantumdescription for the FEL, whichwas e.g. done in [11] by
using perturbation theory to calculate the gain of the laser ﬁeld. It was soon recognized [12] that this procedure
was not applicable to a classical device where thousands of photons are emitted by a single electron [13].
Perturbation theory only ‘accidently’ gives the correct results and therewas a need formore sophisticated
approaches [12, 14, 15].
Themain interests of these theories lie on the one hand in the explanation of the classical regime of FEL
dynamics and on the other hand in the calculation of genuine quantum features of the radiation such as the
photon statistics and the natural linewidth [16–18]. A quantum regime as proposed in our article was ofminor
importance.
However, the interest in this regime rose during the ﬁrst years of the newmillenium [7, 19]: in amany-
electron theory the collective variables, introduced in [20], were quantized in a symmetrizedway and the
Heisenberg equations for these operators were linearized in the short-time limit [21]. In the resulting
characteristic equation one found quantum corrections to the classical case and could identify theQuantumFEL
as the limit when these corrections, quantiﬁed by a quantumparameter, become dominant. From the resulting
dynamics the effective two-level behavior was deduced.
Our approach takes the opposite direction: starting from the full dynamics we directly search for the regime
where the continuumofmomenta reduce to two discrete levels. Using asymptoticmethodsweﬁnd the
emergence of the quantum regime in a rigorousmanner and can identify its origin in the occurence of two
different time scales in the dynamical equations. The ratio of the two frequencies connected to these time scales
deﬁnes our quantumparameter, which is the expansion parameter of our asymptotic series.
1.3.Our approach and summary of results
Howcanwe destill the two-level behavior of theQuantumFEL from the full dynamics? In order to develop an
intuitivemodel starting from ﬁrst principles and introduce only the fundamental concepts of our approach, we
restrict ourselves in this article to a single-electron and single-mode theory.
In an illustrative approach in phase spacewe ﬁrst search for the limits of the classical description and the
conditions for operating the FEL in a quantum regime. Already in this picture we can deduce the crucial quantity
for the transition to the quantum regime, that is the quantumparameterα, which is the analogue of the
quantumparameter of r¯ of [21]. It is given by the ratio of the coupling between the electron and the ﬁelds and a
frequencywhich is connected to the quantummechanical recoil.Moreover, we realize that we additionally need
a narrow initialmomentumdistribution for the electron to see the discreteness of themomenta.
However, we still have to develop a rigorous proof for the two-level behavior starting from a quantum
mechanical description. Theﬁrstmethodwe use to achieve this goal is ordinary perturbation theory valid only
for short times.We again ﬁnd the quantumparameterα governing the transition to the quantum regime. For
increasing values of the recoil this parameter becomes small and only single-photon processes are relevant since
higher-order processes are suppressed. Furthermore, with the help of thismethodwe recognize that the
requirement on thewidth of the electronmomentumdistribution,mentioned above, is essential to obtain gain
in theQuantumFEL.
Guided by the results of perturbation theory, we apply themethod of averaging [22]which ismore suitable
for our situation. This technique brings out the transition to the two-level behaviormost clearly. Similar to the
rotating-wave approximation, well-known in theﬁeld of quantumoptics [23], we average over rapid
oscillations. These occur in the dynamical equations for the FELwhen the quantummechanical recoil becomes
more andmore prominent.
In lowest order of this asymptotic expansion only twomomentum states are relevant and the dynamics is
given by Rabi oscillations analogous to a two-level atom. This gives us the chance tomake the connection of the
QuantumFEL to the one-atommaser [23, 24].Moreover, we can calculate the corrections to this deep quantum
2
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regimewhich scale with powers of our quantumparameter.Weﬁnd excellent agreement between these
analytical expressions and numerical simulations.
We emphasize that ourmodel covers only themost fundamental situation. Necessary extensions, i.e. a
many-electronmodel and the inclusion ofmanymodes of the radiationﬁeld are subject to future publications
which, however, will be strongly inﬂuenced by themain ideas shown in the present article and in our recent
publications [25].
1.4.Outline
Our article is organized as follows: we begin in section 2with an intuitive discussion of the emergence of the
quantum regime starting from a classical picture.Here, we introduce the quantumparameterαwhich
characterizes this transition and obtain a condition for thewidth of the initialmomentumdistribution for the
electron.We proceed in section 3 by recalling the basic elements of the quantumdescription of the FEL in a co-
moving frame of reference, the so-called Bambini–Renieri frame [26]. In section 4we then use conventional
perturbation theory toﬁnd the conditions for the emergence of the quantum regime in the short-time limit. The
results of this section serve us as amotivation to apply in section 5 themore sophisticatedmethod of averaging
[22] particularly suited for our problem. In this waywe obtain the two-level behavior of theQuantumFEL even
for longer times.Hence, we are in the position to connect ourmodel to the Jaynes–Cummings [27]
Hamiltonian, describing a two-level atom interacting with a quantized radiation ﬁeld. In section 6we rewrite the
conditions for the emergence and operation of theQuantumFEL in a formwhich ismore suitable for an
experimental realization, beforewe summarize ourmain ideas and conclude in section 7.
To keep this article self-containedwe recall in appendix A the transformation from the laboratory into the
Bambini–Renieri frame and rederive in appendix B theHamiltonian used throughout this article. In the
appendices C andDwe present the detailed calculations arising in the perturbative short-time limit and for the
method of averaging, respectively.
2. Limits of the classical theory illuminated in phase space
The term ‘Classical Laser’ [10] atﬁrst sight seems paradox.However, the basic principles of lasers can be
understood by classical physics, and the FEL is the prime example for such a classical laser [2, 3]. Nevertheless,
electrons are quantummechanical objects and on themicroscopic level the change of themomentumof the
electrons in the FEL is discrete, as already discussed in the introduction.
Themomentum transfer from the photons to the electron is proportional to thewave number of the
radiation.Hence, for decreasingwavelengths the quantummechanical recoil increases and at some point
dominates the dynamics of the FEL. In this domain the classical description of the electron-light interaction
reaches its limit.
Starting from classical trajectories in phase spacewe now illustrate the conditions for which the discreteness
of the recoil becomes essential and a quantum theory ismandatory. The illustrativemodel developed in this
section serves us as a guidewhenwe develop a rigorous quantummechanical approach in the following sections.
2.1. Basic elements of the classical FEL theory
The classical low-gain FEL can be described by the one-dimensionalHamiltonian, equation (B.6),
H
p
m
V kz
2
cos 2 1
2
0 ( ) ( )º +
for a single electronwith position z and its conjugatemomentum p. This description is nonrelativistic, since we
transformed from the laboratory frame into the co-moving Bambini–Renieri frame [26]. In this frame of
reference, discussed in detail in appendix A, thewave numbers of the laser ﬁeld kL and thewiggler ﬁeld kW
coincide, i.e. k k k,L W= º and thus there is no explicit time-dependence in theHamiltonian equation (1).
The potential height
V
e
m
g n2 2 20
2
L W
˜ ˜ ( )  º =
is given by the product of the amplitudes of the vector potentials L˜ of the laser and thewigglerﬁeld W˜ with e
being the elementary charge andm themass of the electron.
Here we have neglected the change of the laser ﬁeld during one pass of an electronwith
n const.L L˜ » » In the second stepwe have introduced the reduced Planck constant  and have used the
deﬁnition of g, equation (B.7), in order tomake the connection to the quantummechanical description in the
later sections.
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Adetailed discussion of the classical dynamics of the FEL can be found in [28]. In this sectionwe brieﬂy
sketch the central idea in order to bring outmost clearly the difference between the classical and the
QuantumFEL.
The electronmotion in phase space arising from equation (1) is shownon the left-hand side ofﬁgure 1. The
electron undergoes a boundedmotion if it stays in the region of phase space which is inside the separatrix
deﬁned by the condition
p
m
V kz
2
cos 2 3
2
0 ( ) ( )=
and illustrated in theﬁgure by the dashed line.
We assume that initially the electrons are uniformly distributed in the z-direction all with the same
momentum. Electronswith positive initialmomentumon average losemomentumduring the interaction,
while electrons initially in the lower half of phase space on average gainmomentumby absorbing radiation
[28, 29]. In order to achieve positive gain the electrons have to be injectedwith a slightly positivemomentum.
Moreover, the interaction time should be chosen not too long, in order to ensure that the electrons are not
accelerated again and saturation occurs [29]. Figure 1 depicts a situationwith a vanishing initialmomentumof
the electrons. In this case there is no net gain.
2.2. Conditions to enter the quantum regime
Wenowuse this picture to illustrate the transition to theQuantumFEL.We start from the classical limit where
the electronmomentum is continuous, since the recoil of a single scattering process is negligible.
Aswe described earlier, this recoil originates from the process when an electron absorbs awiggler photon
and emitts a laser photon, or from the inverse process, and the photons transfer theirmomenta to the electron
due to conservation ofmomentum. Themomenta of the laser photon kL and thewiggler photon kW add to
the total recoil
q k k k2L W( ) º + =
of a single scattering process. In the second stepwe have used the fact that thewave-numbers for the laser and the
wiggler are the same in the Bambini–Renieri frame. The electron can only jumpbetween the rungs of a discrete
momentum ladder separated by q.
If we increase the recoil q as shown on the right-hand side ofﬁgure 1, wherewe have indicated by horizontal
lines the discretemomentum ladder, we certainly cannot describe the dynamics by continuous trajectories.
We take the separatrix—with themaximalmomentum mV2 0 —as the typicalmomentum scale of the
FEL dynamics and compare it to the recoil. In the limit mV q2 10  the discreteness of themomentum states
certainly does not play an important role andwe can take this as the condition for the classical limit of FEL
dynamics.However, if we decrease this ratio, quantummechanics indeed becomes essential.
In fact, the quantity mV q2 0 is small if the ratio of the important energies, that is the potential heightV0
and the energy q m22 ( ) associated to the recoil, is small. Hence, we can deﬁne the quantumparameter
Figure 1.The FEL viewed fromphase space (z,p) in the classical (left) and in the quantum regime (right). In the classical case the
electrons follow continous trajectories (red lines), governed by theHamiltonian equation (1). The dashed line indicates the separatrix
deﬁned by equation (3), which separates bounded and unboundedmotion. The classical description loses its validity when the recoil
q k2= is of the order of themaximalmomentum mV2 0 as indicated by the horizontal lines representing the discrete
momentum ladder displayed on the right-hand side.
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Vq m
g n2
2
0
2
r
a wº =
as the crucial quantity for the transition from classical to quantum. In the second stepwe have used the deﬁnition
ofV0, equation (2), and deﬁned the recoil frequency q m2r 2 ( )w º to rewriteα as the ratio of two frequencies.
For 1a  the classical description is valid. However, we are interested in the case of smaller values ofα,
especially in the limit where 1.a  In the next sectionswe showwithin a quantummechanical framework, that
the inﬁnitemomentum ladder reduces in this limit to an effective two-level system.
Besides this condition, arising from the dynamics of the system,we also have to take into account the initial
distribution of the electron inmomentum space. Due to theHeisenberg uncertainty principle thewidth pD of
themomentumdistributionwill always beﬁnite, unless we considermomentum eigenstates. Hence, the rungs
of themomentum ladderwill broadenwith increasing pD and eventually the discreteness of themomentawill
bewashed out, even for 1.a 
Thus, we have to formulate an additional condition for leaving the classical regime and entering the
quantum limit: themomentumwidth pD should not exceed the separation q of themomentum levels, i.e.
p q.D <
Indeed, wewill show in the next sections, that this requirement is essential to obtain gain in theQuantumFEL.
Havingmotivated two important requirements for operating an FEL in a quantum regime in an illustrative
way, we nowdevelop a quantumdescription of the FEL dynamics in order toﬁnd a rigorous proof of these
conditions.
3.Quantumdescription of the FEL
Every description of the FEL relies on amodel of the interaction of relativistic electronswith a co-propagating
laserﬁeld and a counter-propagating wigglerﬁeld. For this purpose we use the framework of a one-dimensional,
single-particle theory as proposed in [16].Whenwe consider the co-moving Bambini–Renieri frame [26]where
the frequencies ckw º of both the laser and thewiggler ﬁeld coincide and themotion of the electron can be
regarded as nonrelativistic, weﬁnd theHamiltonian
H
p
m
g a a
2
e e . 4kz kz
2
L
i2
L
i2( )ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ( )† ˆ ˆ¢ = + +-
For a detailed derivation of thisHamiltonian in the Bambini–Renieri framewe refer to appendix B.
As discussed in this appendix, we consider the laser ﬁeld to be a single quantizedmode of the electromagnetic
ﬁeldwith the bosonic creation and annihilation operators aLˆ† and a ,Lˆ respectively, which fulﬁll the familiar
commutation relation a a, 1.L L[ ˆ ˆ ]† = The coupling constant
g
e
m
1
,
2
L W
˜

 º
which is derived in appendixB, includes the strength of thewiggler W˜ and the vacuumamplitude L of the laser
ﬁeld, aswell as themodiﬁed electronmassm, the elementary charge e and the reducedPlanck constant . An
equivalentHamiltonian can bederived [17] in the laboratory frameusing relativistic quantumelectrodynamics.
In theHamiltonianwehave included themechanical actionof both the laser andwigglerﬁelds on the electron
byquantizing itsmotion resulting in the commutation relation z p, i[ ˆ ˆ] = for theposition zˆ and themomentum
pˆ of the electron. For this reason the annihilation of a laser photon is associatedwith amomentumdisplacement
operator kzexp i2( ˆ) leading during the scattering process to a gain ofmomentumby the amount of the recoil
q k2 .º
In complete analogy, the creation of a laser photon leads to a loss ofmomentumby the amount of q.- These
recoil effects can be easily understood in terms of Compton scattering as discussed in the introduction.
Whenwe change into the interaction picture, we arrive at theHamiltonian
H g a ae e e e , 5kz p
k
m t kz p
k
m t
L
i2 i
2
L
i2 i
2
r r( ) ( )ˆ ˆ ˆ ( )† ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ= +w w- - - +⎛⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
where
q
m
1
2
6r
2
( )

w º
denotes the recoil frequencywhich is given by the energy associatedwith the recoil divided by .
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Theﬁrst termof theHamiltonian from equation (5) suggests that the probability for the emission process is
maximizedwhen themomentum pˆ of the electron is close to the eigenvalue p q 2= since then the time-
dependent phase vanishes. In the spirit of the rotatingwave approximation [23]we suspect that this process is
suppressedwhen the oscillation is too rapid. This suspicion is in accordance with the results presented in the
next sections.
To emphasize these resonances we introduce themomentum-dependent detunings
p
p
q
j2
1
2
, 7j j r( ) ( )wD = D º - -
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
and theHamiltonian from equation (5) takes the form
H g a ae e e e . 8kz p t kz p tL
i2 i
L
i2 i0 1( )( ) ( )ˆ ˆ ˆ ( )† ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ= +- - D D-
In the following sectionswe discuss two different ways to perturbatively solve the Schrödinger equationwith this
Hamiltonian.
4. Emergence of theQuantumFEL: standard perturbation theory
Ourﬁrst approach to solve for the dynamics dictated by theHamiltonian, equation (8), uses the expansion of the
time-evolution operator tˆ ( ) that evolves an initial state 0∣ ( )y ñ for a time t via the relation
t t 0 . 9∣ ( ) ˆ ( )∣ ( ) ( )y yñ = ñ
For short times, that is for g n t1 1+  with the photon number n, we arrive at the expansion
t t t 101 2ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )  = + + + 
with theﬁrst-order contribution
t t H t
i
d ,
t
1
0
1 1( )ˆ ( ) ˆ  òº -
and the contribution in second-order
t t H t t
i
d , 11
t
2
0
2 2 1 2( ) ( )ˆ ( ) ˆ ˆ ( )  òº -
as for example shown in [23] in an iterative procedure.Weﬁrst discuss the ﬁrst-order processes and their
implications for the quantum regime, beforewe then turn to the second-order processes.
4.1. First-order processes
Weexpand a generic state
t p c p t n pd , , 12
n
n
0
∣ ( ) ( )∣ ( )ò åy ñ º ñ-¥
¥
=
¥
into photon number states n∣ ñof the laserﬁeld andmomentum eigenstates p∣ ñof the electronwith the
corresponding expansion coefﬁcients c p t, .n ( )
Weuse this representation in the time evolution from equation (9) to equate the probability amplitudes
c p t, .n ( ) In this way, we arrive with t 01∣ ( ) ( ˆ )∣ ( )y yñ @ + ñ at the time evolution
c p t c p g t n c p n c p; ; 0 i d 1 e ; 0 e ; 0 .
t
t t
0
1
i
1
i
1
1 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ò m m= - + + + +m m m mD + - D -m m-⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
Here, we have recalled the deﬁnition of the detuning jD from equation (7) and have introduced the abbreviation
c p t c p q t; , . 13n( ) ( ) ( )mº -m m+
This convenient notation reﬂects the fact that in theHamiltonian Hˆ deﬁned in equation (8), the creation of a
laser photon is always associatedwith a loss ofmomentumby the amount of q, whereas the annihilation of a laser
photon always goes alongwith a gain inmomentumby q. Hence,μ corresponds to the number of created
photons, which is again associatedwith a recoil of q.m- In this sense the coefﬁcients c p t;( )m as deﬁned in
equation (13) can be interpreted in terms of the so-called scattering basis [15].
We nowperform the integration over time and ﬁnd the relation
c p t c p gt n
t
c p; ; 0 i 1 e sinc
2
; 0 14ti 2 1/( ) ( ) ( ) ( )m= - + + Dm m m mD +m
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
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gt n
t
c pi e sinc
2
; 0ti 2
1
1
1 / ( )m- + Dm m- D - -m-
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
inwhich the corrections to the probability amplitude c p; 0( )m scale linearly in the expansion para-
meter g n t1 .+
To obtain the emission and absorption probabilities we now choose the Fock state n∣ ñas the initial condition
for the laserﬁeld, and the initial wave function p( )f of the electron inmomentum representation.With the
initial values
c p p; 0 150,( ) ( ) ( )d f=m m
weﬁnd from equation (14) the probability density
c p t g n t p; 1 161
2 2 2
0
2 2( ) ( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( ) f= ++
of gaining a photon, as well as the probability density
c p t g nt p; 171
2 2 2
1
2 2( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( ) f=- -
of losing a photon.Here, we have introduced themomentum-selectivity functions
t
sinc
2
. 18
2 2 ( ) º Dm m
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
In order toﬁnd the probabilities for the single-photon transition the functions p2 2∣ ∣ ∣ ( )∣ =m m areweighted
with the initialmomentumdistribution p 2∣ ( )∣f andwe have to integrate over p.
The selectivity functions are displayed inﬁgure 2 for 0, 1m = and show that resonances occur at p q 2=
for gain, and p q 2= - for loss.Moreover, for increasing values of trw thewidth of these resonances decreases,
leading for sufﬁciently large values, that is for t1 rw towell-separated intervals.
4.2. Second-order processes
However, so far we have not addressed the role of higher-order processes. For this reasonwe turn to the next
higher-order expansion of equation (10) andﬁnd a condition for the suppression of two-photon processes
beyond the condition t1 .rw
The integrations necessary to calculate thematrix element n p q t, 02∣ ˆ ( )∣ ( )m m yá + - ñusing
equation (11) are performed in appendix C and lead to contributions to the time-evolved coefﬁcient c p t;( )m
from equation (14) that stem from two-photon processes.
We again choose equation (15) as the initial condition for our problem and according to appendix Cwe ﬁnd
c p t g n t
g n
p; 2
1
192
2 2 2
r
2
2
2 2( ) ( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( )w f= +
+
+ +
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
Figure 2.Momentum-selectivity functions 0 2∣ ∣ (red) and 1 2∣ ∣- (blue) for the probability densities c1 2∣ ∣ and c 1 2∣ ∣- of gaining and
losing a photon according to equation (18). The dashed lines are for t 3.5,rw = the solid ones for t 15.rw = Werecognize distinct
resonances at the values p q 2= for gain and p q 2= - for loss, which become sharper for increasing values of t .rw For sufﬁciently
large trw a gain and a loss interval inmomentum emerges since the functions 0 2∣ ∣ and 1 2∣ ∣- becomewell separated. This separation
is a necessary condition for the quantum regime of the FEL.
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for the probability density of a two-photon gainwith themomentum-selectivity function
t
t
t
t t1
sinc sinc
2
2 sinc sinc
2
cos
2
. 20
p
q
2
2
1
2
2
2 1
2
2 1 1
2
1 0( ) ( )( ) ( ) º - D +
D - D D D+ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎡
⎣⎢
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎤
⎦⎥
Likewise, we obtain in appendix C the probability density
c p t g n t
g n
p; 1 212
2 2 2
r
2
2
2 2( ) ( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( )w f= -- -
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
of losing two photonswith the corresponding selectivity function
t
t
t
t t1
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⎝
⎞
⎠
⎤
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The functions 2 2∣ ∣+ and 2 2∣ ∣- displayed inﬁgure 3 for t 15rw = showdominant resonances at p=q and
p q.= - Additional resonances appear at p q 2=  —the resonances of the single-photon transition as
depicted inﬁgure 2—and at p q3 2.=  Hence, even for sufﬁciently large t 1,rw  where both 0 2∣ ∣ and 1 2∣ ∣-
arewell separated and the initialmomentumdistribution is concentrated around a single-photon resonance, i.e.
p q 2,=  theremight be a non-negligible probability for a two-photon process to occur. Hence, this system
does not necessarily behave like a two-level system.
4.3. The emergence of the quantumparameter
However, we note in equations (19) and(21) the factor g n g n1 .r 2 r 2( ) ( )w w+ @ Therefore, we deﬁne
the quantum parameter
g n 1
, 23
r
( )a wº
+
which is the ratio of the two relevant frequency scales, that is the coupling strength g n 1+ and the recoil
frequency rw deﬁned in equation (6).
As discussed in the preceding section, for t1 rw wehave a clear separation into a loss and gain interval.
Additionally, the expansion is just valid in the short-time limit,more precisely for g n t1 1+  giving rise to
a regimewhere the quantumparameterα is a small quantity, that is
1. 24( )a 
This condition deﬁnes the quantum regime of the FEL.
In this case two-photon transitions can be neglected in comparison to the single-photon process around the
resonances p q 2.=  With a similar reasoning highermulti-photon transitions are not of importance—in
contrast to the classical regime [1] of the FEL.Most importantly we have two separated intervals of gain and loss
and are thus able to treat theQuantumFEL as a two-level system inmomentum space.
Figure 3.Momentum selectivity functions 2 2∣ ∣+ (red) and 2 2∣ ∣- (blue) given by equations (20) and(22), respectively and
determining the probability densities c 2 2∣ ∣+ and c 2 2∣ ∣- deﬁned by equations (19) and(21) of gaining two photons and losing two
photons for t 15.rw = We see distinct dominant resonances at the values p=q for gain and p q= - for loss. Additional resonances
appear at p q 2,=  which represent the resonances of the one-photon transition, and at p q3 2.= 
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4.4. Gain ofQuantumFEL requires narrowmomentumdistribution
Having obtained an effective two-level system in the quantum regimewith the excited state q 2∣ ñand the ground
state q 2 ,∣- ñ we can connect theQuantumFEL to the one-atommaser [23, 24] and employ familiar concepts of
standard laser theory.
However, a conventional laser needs a population inversion [30]. In the case of theQuantumFELwe now
ﬁnd a condition to achieve this population inversion. Indeed, this requirement is associatedwith the initial
momentumdistribution.
Since the probability densities c 1 2∣ ∣+ and c 1 2∣ ∣- of gaining and losing a photon, given by equations (16)
and(17) , are governed by the selectivity functions ,2∣ ∣m deﬁned by equation (18), themomentum spread of the
electrons is of utmost importance. To achieve inversion the excited state deﬁned by the selectivity function 0 2∣ ∣
needs to have a higher population than the ground state deﬁned by .1 2∣ ∣- Since theirmaxima are separated by q
themomentumdistribution has to vary signiﬁcally on the scale of the recoil.
If we assume aGaussian distribution in themomentumwith awidth p,D we require the relation
p
q
1 25( )D <⎛⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
in order to achieve positive gain.
The reason for this condition can be seen from ﬁgure 4wherewe show twoGaussianmomentum
distributionswith different widths p.D A small width results in themajority of electrons emitting radiation
according to the selectivity function .0 2∣ ∣ In contrast, a broadmomentumdistribution covers both, 1 2∣ ∣- and
,0 2∣ ∣ resulting in equal probabilities for emission and absorption and therefore no population inversion and no
gain. An analogous requirement for themomentum spread of the electronswas derived in [31].
5. Emergence of theQuantumFEL:method of averaging
In contrast to the expansion used in the previous section to develop an analytic theory of theQuantumFEL, valid
in the short-time limit, we employ in this section a different approachwhich also is true for larger times. First, we
note that themodel of a non-relativistic particle interactingwith quantized lightﬁelds as described by the
Hamiltonian, equation (8), is very similar to atomic Bragg diffraction, wherematter waves are scattered from a
periodic potential, usually appropriately formed by a classical standing light wave. This phenomenomhas been
experimentally observed in [32].
In contrast, thewell-known crystallographic Bragg diffraction of X-rays is the process where light waves are
scattered froma crystal lattice. In this case, the light waves are diffracted into certain angles, if a resonance
condition—the so called Bragg condition—is fulﬁlled [33]. In atomic Bragg diffraction this condition causes a
diffraction into preferredmomenta, i.e. the atom experiences amomentumkick if the initialmomentum is close
to the resonance condition. In general, only twomomentum states are relevant.
In this section, we discuss the regime inwhich such a reduction of themomentum states is possible. In
particular, we use themethod of averaging introduced in [22] and in detail explained and employed to atomic
Figure 4.Different initialmomentumdistributions for theQuantumFEL. The selectivity functions 0 2∣ ∣ of gaining and 1 2∣ ∣- of
losing a photon are plotted for scale. The blue dashed distribution is aGaussianwith amomentumwidth ( p q 5D = ) that lies within
the borders of 0 2∣ ∣ and has practically no overlapwith .1 2∣ ∣- Therefore, the probability of gaining photons exceeds the probability of
losing photons. In contrast, the dashed red distribution is aGaussianwith awidth ( p q5D = ) that has a signiﬁcant overlapwith 0 2∣ ∣
as well as with ,1 2∣ ∣- leading to a reduced gain.
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Bragg diffraction in [34], to adiabatically remove all but twomomentum states. In appendixDwe brieﬂy
recapitulate thismethod and apply it to the FEL.
Wenowuse the results of themethod of averaging to show that the quantum regime of the FEL emerges
when the ratio of the two relevant frequencies, that is the interaction strength g of the scattering process and the
recoil frequency ,rw is sufﬁciently small. This condition is in complete agreement with the discussion of the
previous section. In this case, the suppression of differentmomentum states can be easily understood as a
consequence of energy–momentum conservation.
5.1. Three-term recurrence relation
To apply themethod of averaging, weﬁrst have toﬁnd a differential equation for the expansion coefﬁcients cμ of
an arbitrary state and bring it into the formof the Bragg diffraction situations analyzed in [34]. For this purpose,
we use the Schrödinger equation
t
t H ti
d
d
∣ ( ) ˆ ∣ ( ) y yñ = ñ
with theHamiltonian Hˆ deﬁned in equation (8) and the generic state t∣ ( )y ñ in the representation of
equation (12) andwe arrive at the three-term recurrence relation
c g n c n ci 1 e e e e , 26t t t ti i2 1 i i2 1 10 r 0 r˙ ( )( )m m= + + + +m mw m m w mD - + - D - -⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
for the coefﬁcients c c p q t, .n ( )mº -m m+ Here, we have used the relations
2 and 2 1r r0 1 0 ( )mw m wD = D - D = D - -m m-
following directly from the deﬁnition of the detuning jD in equation (7).
The differential equation, equation (26), describes the exact time evolution according to the FEL
Hamiltonian, equation (8). Themethod of averagingwe are about to apply plays with different time scales of the
dynamics and separates them into slow large-amplitude resonant oscillations, and rapidly oscillating small-
amplitude corrections. Since the phase factors in equation (26) aremomentumdependent, the approximate
solutions found by thismethod depend on the initialmomenta.
5.2. Two-level approximation: Rabi oscillations
Weare interested in a behavior reminiscent of a two-level system. Thuswe concentrate onmomenta that are
close to half-integermultiples of q. They yield in lowest approximation single-photon transitions whenwe apply
themethod of averaging as in [34].
Whenwe interpret the coefﬁcients cμ in equation (26) as components of a vector c,we can cast equation (26)
into the form
c ci e , 27t0
0
i r˙ ( ) åe= +
n
nw n
¹
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
wherewe have introduced the expansion parameter g re wº and thematrix elements of theHamiltonian are
deﬁned by
n n1 e e . 28t t
,
r
i
2 , 1, r
i
2 1 , 1,
0 0( ) ( )( ) m w d d m w d dº + + + +n m m m n m m m n m m¢ D - + ¢ - D - - ¢
In this representation, the structure of the oscillatory terms stands outmost clearly. TheHamiltonian
matricesn aremultiplied by phase factors oscillatingwithmultiples of the recoil frequency .rw These rapidly
varying terms are suppressed if g n 1 ,rw+  andmay be, e.g. as it is usually done in the rotatingwave
approximation (see for example in [23]), neglected.
First, we choose p q 2,= i.e. c p t p q; 0 2 ,,0( ) ( )d d= = -m m toﬁnd the resonant solution. The reason for
this resonance can be seen inﬁgure 5. In this case, the kinetic energy q m2 22( ) ( ) of the particle is equal to the
energy of the scattered particle withmomentum p q q 2.- = - Moreover, this is the only resonant single-
photon process that fulﬁlls both energy andmomentum conservation.
Since q 2 0,0( )D = thematricesn deﬁned by equation (28) become time independent, andweﬁnd
n 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
,0 r w= +
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟
wherewe have just focused on the fourmomentum states q q q q3 2, 2, 2, 3 2( )- - + + giving rise to the
vector c c c c c, , ,1 0 1 2( )= - T of probability amplitudes corresponding to c q c q c q3 2 , 2 , 2 ,n n n1 1( ( ) ( ) ( )-- +
c q3 2n 2 ( ))-+ in the basis of equation (12).
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With this special formof 0 and time-independent ,n the solution of equation (27) reads according to [34]
up to zeroth order in ε
c c ct t
g n t g n t
g n t g n t
exp i 0
1 0 0 0
0 cos 1 i sin 1 0
0 i sin 1 cos 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 . 290( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )e= - =
+ - +
- + +
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
Hence, Rabi oscillations occur between the twomomenta q 2 and q 2,- whereas the populations of the higher
momenta q3 2 remain unchanged. This process corresponds to the red solid arrow inﬁgure 5.
We emphasize that according to [34], the solution, equation (29) , fulﬁlls an approximate differential equation
which corresponds to equation (27)up to zeroth order in the parameter n g n1 1 .ra e wº + = + Hence,
it is a valid approximation only for 1.a  In cold atomphysics, this regime is called the deep Bragg regime [34].
In the context of our discussionwe refer to it as the quantum regime of the FEL, which is whywe callα the
quantumparameter.
The solution obtained so far is the slowly oscillating, resonant solution. In lowest-order approximation, we
can include small-amplitude rapidly oscillating off-resonant corrections. They correspond to off-resonant
single-photon processes and lead to populations in themomentum states q3 2. Wewill discuss these
corrections, whose amplitude scales withα, in the next section.
Multi-photon processes like the two-photon transition shown inﬁgure 5 from q to q- (blue lines) can be
calculated by setting the initialmomentum to p=q and go to the next higher order of themethod of averaging.
However, even for the situation of our interest, where p q 2,= weﬁnd resonantmulti-photon situations for
the transition q 2 to q 2- like e.g. the three-photon processes using q3 2 or q3 2- as a virtual level. The
resulting corrections can be calculated in third order of themethod of averaging.Wewill discuss them in greater
detail in the next section.
However, wewant to emphasize that they occur on a time scale which ismuch longer than the one-photon
process in the quantum regime since its frequency scales with g n 22a + in contrast to g n 1 .+
So far, we have just considered the exact resonance at p q 2= with the detuning 0.0D = Wenow turn to
deviations from this resonance. Hence, for p q 2¹ the time-dependent phase factors are not unity. According
to [34], a good approximation can be found if the time dependence ofn can be neglected in comparison to ,rw
i.e. weﬁnd
p
q
2
1
2
1,
0
rw
D = - 
whichmeans that phas to be in the vicinity of q 2.
Toﬁnd amore convenient description of theHamiltonianmatricesn in the neighborhood of the
resonance q 2,weuse the transformation
c
c
c
c
e
e
30
t
t
0
1
i 2
0
i 2
1
0
0
˜
˜ ( )º
- D
D⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
Figure 5.Resonances in theQuantumFEL.During the scattering process the electrons experience a recoil q and performRabi
oscillations between twomomentum states. Due to energy conservation, both states are on the kinetic energy parabola (red solid line)
and thus resonantly connected. Deviations from this resonance lead to a detunedRabi oscillation (red dotted line). A resonant second-
order process (blue lines)needs a non-resonant level and hence is suppressed.
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and arrive at
g n
g n
2 1
1 2
,0
0
0
˜ = D ++ - D
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
with the solution [34]
c c ct t t
t g n
g n
exp i 0 cos i
sin 2 1
1 2
0 , 31n
n
n
0
0
0
( )˜( ) ˜ ˜( ) ˜( ) ( )= - = W - WW
D +
+ - D
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
where ,dº m m¢ denotes the identity operator and
g n 1
2
32n 2
0
2
( ) ( )W º + + D⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
is the Rabi frequency.
Hence, a deviation from p q 2= yields a detuning of the Rabi oscillation, which can be understood already
fromﬁgure 5. Indeed, the dotted red line shows that for a deviation from themomentum q 2 there is no
resonant transition, and for thismomentum therewill be a faster, but suppressed oscillation as suggested by
energy-time uncertainty, giving rise to the detuning term in equations (31) and(32).
In cold atomphysics, this effect is called [35] velocity selectivity, since just particles around the resonant
momenta are scattered and the oscillations of othermomentum states are suppressed. Of course the analytical
solution presented here is just valid for small deviations from resonance, but the suppression of the oscillations
can easily be understood. A numerical solution of equation (27) also shows this velocity selectivity but yields a
more accurate description of thewidth of the resonance [34, 36].
We now sketch how the condition equation (25) on thewidth pD of themomentumdistribution can be
understoodwithin the framework of themethod of averaging. Due to the velocity selectivity onlymomenta close
to resonances, i.e. integermultiples of q 2,will participate in the interaction. If we turn to the case p q 2~ -
weﬁnd the same two-level system as for p q 2.~ + However, now the electron is initially in the ground state
andwill absorb photons to get into the excited state.
Hence, if themomentumdistribution covers both resonances, the velocity selectivity picks out the emission
process and the absorption process andwe obtain zero gain, just like in the case of ordinary perturbation theory
discussed in section 4.4. Thus, we require a narrow initialmomentumdistribution, i.e. p q,D < centered
around the resonance p q 2= + to realize the quantumFEL.
5.3.Higher-order terms: shifts and amplitude corrections
Wenow calculate higher-order corrections to the two-level approximation of theQuantumFEL in the
framework of themethod of averaging. In this way, we can showhow the two-level behavior emerges aswe
decrease the quantumparameterα. This example demonstrates the power of themethod of averaging for
problemswith two different time scales.
In order to simplify our approachwe restrict ourselves to the resonant case p q 2,= i.e. we use the initial
condition equation (15) and assume that the initial wave function p( )f of the electron is themomentum
eigenfunctionwith the eigenvalue q 2 resulting in
c t p q0 2 .,0( ) ( )d d= = -m m
According to the previous section the probability amplitudes of zeroth order inα are given by equation (29)
andwe only have to take themodulus square to arrive at the probability toﬁnd the electron in a given
momentum state. For the excited state that is 0m = this probability reads
c t tcos , 33n0
2 2 ( )( ) ( )= W
wherewe have used our initial condition and havewritten the solution in terms of the Rabi frequency
g n 1nW = + for zero detuning. As stated in the previous section, equation (33) describes the Rabi oscillations
of a two-level system.
To obtain the corrections to this zeroth-order solution, we have tomodify ordinary perturbation theory in a
way explained in detail in [34] and shown for the problemof theQuantumFEL in appendixD. According to
equation (D.8)weﬁnd themodiﬁcation
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c t t t
t t t
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2
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cos cos cos 2 1
3
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, 34
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2
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⎞
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of equation (33), wherewe have included contributions in the next higher order for the amplitude and the shift
4
n
2
c aº W
of the Rabi frequencywhich scale bothwith .2a
To emphasize the accuracy of ourmethodwe now compare our results to a numerical solution of the
dynamical equations for the coefﬁcients cμ. Therefore, we return to theHamiltonian, equation (4), in the
Schrödinger picture, which for p q 2= yields immediately the differential equation
c t c t g n c t g n c ti
1
2
1 . 35r
2
1 1˙ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )w m m m= - + + + + +m m m m+ -⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
This set of equations can be solved by diagonalizing amatrix with nonzero elements on the diagonal as well
as on the sub- and super-diagonal as apparent from equation (35). For our simulationswe have used n=1000
and have truncated the recurrence relation at 49m = - and 50.m =
In the upper part ofﬁgure 6we compare our analytical expressions for c t ,0 2( ) equations (33) and(34),
obtained by themethod of averaging to the numerical results for a relatively high value of the quantum
parameter, that is for 0.5.a = This choice ofαwasmade to test the validity of our approximation even beyond
the deep quantum regime.
Although for short times the lowest order solution, equation (33), agrees well with the numerical curve, for
larger times it starts to deviate. This deviation results from a frequency shift in the Rabi oscillation and a
modulation in the amplitude.However, already in the next higher approximation, equation (34), which
contains thesemodiﬁcations there is very good agreement between the analytical and the numerical result.
5.4. Approach towards two-level system
Whenwe decrease the value ofα further to 0.1 as shown in the lower part ofﬁgure 6, we expect to see Rabi
oscillations corresponding to a two-level system. Indeed, we discover that already the lowest approximation,
equation (33), which corresponds to the two-level approximation is in very good agreementwith the numerical
solution.We take this behavior as evidence that the two-level behavior of theQuantumFEL becomesmore and
more prominent for decreasing values ofα.
However, not only the excited and the ground state, 0m = and 1,m = are of interest, whenwewant to
study the transition from the inﬁnitemomentum ladder to a two-level system, but we have to also verify that
transitions to other levels, e.g. to the next neighboring states deﬁned by 1m = - and 2m = are suppressed. In
the zeroth order of themethod of averagingwe cannotmake any statement about these transitions. However, in
the next higher order these neighboring levels appear, as shown in appendixD.
Inﬁgure 7we compare the analytical expression
c t t t
t t t
4
cos cos
2 cos cos cos 1
3
8
2 , 36
n
n
1
2 2 2 2
2
r
( ( )
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
a c c
c c a w
= + W -
- W - +
- ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎡
⎣⎢
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎤
⎦⎥
⎞
⎠⎟
derived in appendixDwith the numerically obtained solution of equation (35) for 0.1.a = Both curves agree
verywell and basically consist of rapid oscillations, which aremodulated by a beat frequencywhichmatches
roughly the Rabi frequency nW of the two-level system.Moreover, according to equation (36) the amplitude of
these oscillations scales with .2a The same statement is correct for the probability c t2 2∣ ( )∣ to be in the state
2,m = equation (D.9), which is shown in appemdixD.Hence, for small values ofαwe can neglect the
contributions from the levels 1m = - and 2.m =
Sincewe develop in ourmethod an asymptotic expansion in the quantumparameterα , other levels, which
appear in higher orders of our approach, scale with even higher powers ofα. Thus, their population is evenmore
suppressed in comparison to the one of the direct neighbors of the states 0m = and 1.m = Hence, for 1a 
we can really identify the FEL dynamics as the one inwhich themomentum ladder reduces to a two-level system.
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5.5. Link to short-time limit
Weconclude this section by connecting the results obtained by themethod of averaging to the ones of section 4.
Therefore, we restrict ourselves to the lowest-order of themethod of averaging, equation (31), which includes
the effects of a small deviation from resonance.
Themethod of averaging uses an approximateHamiltonian to solve the Schrödinger equation exactly,
whereas in the expansion for short timeswe have used the exactHamiltonian but found an approximate solution
of the Schrödinger equation. Thus, we expect a better long-time behavior of the results achieved by themethod
of averaging compared to the ones obtained by ordinary perturbation theory.
Figure 6.Probability c0 2 to be in the ‘excited’ state 0m = as a function of the scaled time tnW according to the two-level
approximation, equation (33), (green line) and the next higher order of themethod of averaging, equation (34) (blue line) compared
to the numerical solution of equation (35) (red dashed line). Although the zeroth order ﬁts for 0.5a = (top) hardly the numerical
results, already theﬁrst correction provides uswith an excellent agreement. In contrast to that, for 0.1a = (bottom) already the
lowest approximation agrees very well with the simulation andwe omit higher order corrections.
Figure 7.Probability c 1 2- to be in the level 1m = - as a function of the scaled time tnW according to themethod of averaging,
equation (36), (green line) compared to the numerical solution of equation (35) (red dashed line) for 0.1.a = Weobtain fast
oscillations which aremodulated by a beat frequency roughly equal to the Rabi frequency nW of the two-level system.
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ATaylor expansion of the solution, equation (31), obtained by themethod of averaging for small
g n t1 ,x º + i.e.
c c ct t t0
0
˜( ) ˜( )∣ ˜( )x x@ +
¶
¶ +x x
=
=

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c ct
g n t
t
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t
e i 1 sinc
2
i 1 sinc
2
e
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t
t
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0 i 2
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˜( ) ˜( )@
- + D
- + D
- D
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⎛
⎝
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which togetherwith the transformation equation (30), leads us to
c p t c p g n t
t
c p; ; 0 i 1 e sinc
2
; 0t0
ma
0
i 2 0
1
0( ) ( ) ( )( ) @ - + DD
and
c p t c p g n t
t
c p; ; 0 i 1 e sinc
2
; 0 .t1
ma
1
i 2 0
0
0( ) ( ) ( )( ) @ - + D- D
Here, we have introduced the superscript ma( ) to indicate that the formof these coefﬁcents originates from the
method of averaging.
To compare these expressions to the corresponding coefﬁcients calculated by theﬁrst-order perturbation
theory in the short-time limit (superscript pt( )), we recall our results from equation (14) andﬁnd
c p t c p t g n t
t
c p; ; i e sinc
2
; 0t0
pt
0
ma i 2 1
1
1( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )@ - D- D - --
and
c p t c p t g n t
t
c p; ; i 2 e sinc
2
; 0 .t1
pt
1
ma i 2 1
2
1( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )@ - + DD
Hence, in contrast to the Taylor expansion of the solution obtained by themethod of averaging, we nowhave
additional couplings to othermomentum states. However, for sufﬁciently large t ,rw we see that the sinc-
functions hardly overlap and one of these transitions will be dominant for a particularmomentum.
It is not surprising that this way of perturbatively solving the Schrödinger equation yields amore accurate
description for awide range ofmomenta, sincewe only had tomake a restriction on the validity of the
approximation for large times. For themethod of averaging, on the other hand, we had to restrict ourselves to
momenta close to the resonances. However, in the latter case we get a better long-time behavior.
6. Experimental requirements
In this sectionwe rewrite the conditions, equations (24) and(25), for the realization of theQuantumFEL, that is
the quantumparameterα and themaximal width of themomentumdistribution in terms of experimental
parameters. For this purpose weﬁrst transform these quantities which so far have been in the Bambini–Renieri
frame (in this section denoted by a prime), into the lab frame.We then express our parameters with the help of
the universal scaling introduced in [37]which allows us to compare our results with the ones of [21].
6.1.Quantumparameter
We recall from equations (6) and(23) the deﬁnition
g n
q m
1
22 
a = +¢
of the quantumparameter in the Bambini–Renieri frame and replace the photon number n n1+ » by the
number Ne of electrons. This substitution is justiﬁed in theQuantumFEL since each electron emitts atmost one
photon andwe assume that we start from the vacuum.
Furthermore, we expressα by quantities of the lab frame and arrive with the help of equation (A.5) at
g N
q m2
2 e
2 
a g=
with the recoil q k k .L W( )º + Here, we have used the approximation BRg g» valid for particles thatmove
with a nonrelativistic velocity in the Bambini–Renieri frame.
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In order to rewrite the coupling constant
g
e
m
1 2
W L
˜

 º
given by equation (B.7)we recall thewiggler parameter [28]
a
e
mc
2
,0
W˜º
deﬁned in equation (B.4) and introduce the explicit expression [23]
V2
L
0 L
 wº
for the amplitude of the vector potential of the laser ﬁeldwith the vacuumpermittivity 0 and the quantization
volumeV.
Moreover, we employ the classical electron radius
r
e
mc4
e
2
0
2pº
togetherwith theComptonwavelength h mcC ( )l º andﬁnd
a r n1
32
. 37
3
0 e e W
5 2
C
3 2
( )a g p
l
l=
Here, we have used the resonance condition, equation (A.1), and identiﬁed the ratio N Ve as the electron
density n .e
Bonifacio et al [21]have introduced the parameter
mc
k
38
L
FEL¯ ( )
r g rº
as the important quantity governing the transition from the classical to the quantum regime, with the Pierce
parameter [28, 37]
k
a e k
mc
n
a n r
1
2 2
39FEL
W
0
2 2
W
0
2
e
3
1 3
W
2 3
1 3 0
2
e e
1 3( ) ( )r g
l
p gº =
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
in the case of an FELwith a laserwiggler.
While our quantumparameterα emerged from elementary arguments aswell as asymptoticmethodswith
the goal toﬁnd a two-level behavior for themomentum states of the electron, the parameter r¯ surfaced [21] as a
quantum correction in the characteristic equation for the linearized FEL dynamics.However, we now show that
both parameters, that isα given by equation (23) and r¯ deﬁned by equations (38) and(39) are equivalent—at
least in the quantum and in the classical limit.
Indeed, with the help of equations (37) and(39)weﬁnd the relation
1
2
. 403 2¯ ( )a r=
Weemphasize thatα scales with ,3 2- while r¯ scales with .1- Nevertheless, due to the connection equation (40)
both parameters are equivalent descriptions of the two asymptotic cases, i.e. the classical regime , 1¯a r  and
the quantum regime , 1.¯a r 
6.2.Momentumwidth
Nextwe translate the condition for themaximal width of themomentumdistribution, equation (25), into the
lab frame.With the help of equation (A.6)we obtain the relation
p
mc
.2g b gg
D ¢ » D » D
On the other hand, we ﬁnd after using equation (A.5) and the resonance condition equation (A.1) the
identity
q
mc
4 41C
W
( )g ll
¢ =
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and arrive at the requirement
4 42C
W
( )gg g
l
l
D <
for the energy spread of the electrons.
The choice 0.8 mWl m= and 70g = leads us via equation (42) to amaximal relative energy spread of
8.4 10 4g gD = ´ - which is of the same order ofmagnitude as the one claimed in [31, 38].
Unfortunately, these requirements differ by an order ofmagnitude fromvalues currently reached in the
experiment, which can be seen e.g. for FLASH atDESYwhere 1 10 3g gD » ´ - [39]. Besides the outstanding
experimental realization of a laserwiggler, the restriction equation (42) on the energy width of the electrons is
themost difﬁcult hurdle for a successfull experimental implementation of theQuantumFEL, at least in our one-
dimensional theory.
7. Conclusions and outlook
In this article we have investigated quantum effects in the FEL dynamics. These phenomena already emerge from
our elementarymodel based on a single electron and a singlemode of the laserﬁeld.We have identiﬁed the
quantum regime of the FEL as an effective two-level system for themomentum states of the electron and veriﬁed
its existence with the help of an intuitive phase space argument aswell as two asymptoticmethods.Moreover, we
have formulated two conditions, equations (24) and(25), to enter this quantum regime.
Indeed, we have ﬁrst found the limitations of the classical description by comparing the typicalmomentum
scale of the classical dynamics in phase space with the quantummechanical recoil. The opposite direction, i.e.
the transition fromquantummechanics to classical physics, could be investigatedwith an alternative approach
using theWigner distribution function [40]. For small recoil the equation ofmotion for theWigner function
then reduces to theVlasov equation for a classcial distribution function.
In the further course of our article we havemade use of conventional perturbation theory to obtain the
dynamics in the short-time limit. In a certain parameter regime our analysis shows two resonances for the
discretemomenta corresponding to emission and absorption, respectively.We then applied themore suitable
method of averaging. In the quantum regimeRabi oscillations between the resonantmomentum states occur,
while the populations in the highermomentum states of the electron are suppressed. Identifying the resonant
states as a ground and an excited state we have established the analogy to the conventional laser. Finally, we have
discussed the possible operation of an FEL in this regime and investigated the experimental requirements to
realize such a device.
The FEL in the quantum regime is analogous to the Jaynes–Cummingsmodel, which describes a two-level
atom interacting with a singlemode of the quantized radiationﬁeld [27]. Hence, we can connect theQuantum
FEL to the one-atommaser [23, 24] and calculate the photon statistics and the linewidth of the radiation by
employing familiar concepts. These features will be discussed in a future article.
Furthermore, the ideas developed in this article serve as the foundation to generalize our elementarymodel
tomore complicated situations. On one hand, we have to includemanymodes of the radiationﬁeld in order to
investigate [25] the spontaneous emission in theQuantumFEL.On the other hand, we have to develop amany-
electronmodel [25], which is necessary to cover the high-gain regime of the FEL operation. These subjects will
also be topics of future publications and shall enable us to establish the connection between our intuitive
approach and the results obtained for theQuantumFEL byBonifacio et al. [8, 21].
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AppendixA. Bambini–Renieri frame
Our approach towards the FEL takes advantage of the co-moving Bambini–Renieri frame [26]where a
nonrelativistic treatment of the FEL dynamics is possible. This frame of reference is deﬁned by the condition that
thewave numbers of thewiggler and the laser ﬁeld coincide. Thus the electrons interact with a standing
lightﬁeld.
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In this appendixwe summarize the transformation properties of quantities, such as thewave vectors of the
ﬁelds or themomentumof the electron, whenwe go from the laboratory to the Bambini–Renieri frame. This
discussion gives us the chance to express the parameters crucial for the operation of theQuantumFEL discussed
in section 6 in terms of the laboratory frame.
In [41] it was suggested to use for theQuantumFEL a laser wiggler instead of amagnetostatic wiggler. Hence,
we treat thewiggler as an optical undulator, i.e. an electromagnetic wave propagating towards the electron. The
possible implementation of such a laserwiggler was e.g. discussed in [42–44].
In the Bambini–Renieri frame there is no difference between amagnetostatic or an optical undulator,
because both are described by awavewith the samewave number k as the laser ﬁeld.However, there is of course
a difference in the lab frame, which is best seen for the classical resonance condition.
Indeed, whenwewant to determine thewavelength Wl l¢ º ¢ of the (laser)wiggler in the rest frame of the
electronwe have to apply theDoppler shift and arrive at the transformedwavelength 2 .Wl l g¢ » Herewe have
introduced thewavelength Wl of thewiggler in the lab frame and the relativistic factor γwhich is given by the
ratio of the kinetic energy of the electron to its rest energy.
The electrons are basically dipoles radiating at thewavelength Ll l¢ = ¢ of their excitation. Returning to the
lab frame by a secondDoppler shift weﬁnd the expression [13]
4
A.1L
W
2
( )l lg=
for thewavelength of the laser.We observe [28] that it differs from themagnetostatic case by a factor of 1/2. The
reason for this deviation lies in the fact that theﬁrst Doppler shift has to be replaced by the Lorentz contraction
Wl l g¢ = of the periodicity Wl of thewiggler.
We start in the lab frame I and transform into an inertial frame I ¢movingwith v cb= along the z-axis. A
helpful quantity for these calculations is the four-velocity u .m Anobserver at rest in the co-moving frame
possesses the four-velocity
u c 1, 0, 0, 0 ,( ) ( )¢ ºm
while his four-velocity in the lab frame reads
u c 1, 0, 0, ,( )g bºm
and the relativistic factor γ takes the form
1
1
. A.2
2
( )g
b
º
-
The four-wave vectors of the laser and thewiggler ﬁeld in the laboratory frame are given by
k k 1, 0, 0, 1 ,L L ( )ºm
and
k k 1, 0, 0, 1 ,W W ( )º -m
wherewe have deﬁned thewave numbers of the laserﬁeld k 2L Lp lº and of thewiggler k 2W Wp lº andwe
have used the dispersion relations ckL Lw = and ckW Ww = for the frequencies Lw and Ww in the zeroth
components of the four-vectors.
Note that the laser ﬁeld is travelling in the positive z-direction, while thewiggler ﬁeld propagates in the
negative z-directionwhich is apparent from the different signs in the last component of the four-vectors.When
transforming into the Bambini–Renieri frame only thewave numbers change and per deﬁnition they have to be
equal in this particular frame of reference , i.e. k k k .L W¢ = ¢ º ¢
ALorentz transformation leaves a scalar product of two four-vectors invariant. Since the scalar product
k k uL W(( ) ( ) )¢ - ¢ ¢m m m vanishes in the co-moving frame the same expression k k uL W( )-m m m in the lab frame has to
be zero as well. From this conditionweﬁnd the expression
k k
k k
A.3BR
L W
L W
( )b = -+
for the scaled velocity of the Bambini–Renieri frame relative to the lab frame.
With the help of the deﬁnition, equation (A.2), we obtain
k k
k k2
A.4BR
L W
L W
( )g = +
for the relativistic factor .BRg
After equating k k uL W(( ) ( ) )¢ + ¢ ¢m m m with k k uL W( )+m m m and inserting the expressions equation (A.3) for BRb
and equation (A.4) for BRg we arrive at
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k k k k k
1
2
A.5L W
BR
L W( ) ( )g¢ = = +
for the transformedwave number.
Another important quantity in our analysis of theQuantumFEL is themomentum p¢ of a particle withmass
m travelling along the z-axis. Therefore, we introduce the four-momentum p mcu .ºm m After equating the
scalar product p k kL W( )-m m m in both frames of referencewe obtain the transformedmomentum
p p p mc A.6BR BR BR BR( ) ( )g g gg b b¢ = - = -
where p is themomentumof the particle in the lab frame and p mcBR BR BRg bº is the one corresponding to a
particle at rest in the Bambini–Renieri frame.
We conclude bymentioning that we omit in themain body of this article the primes for quantities in the
Bambini–Renieri frame, unless we compare themwith the ones in the lab frame.
Appendix B.Derivation of theHamiltonian
In this appendixwe derive theHamiltonian, equation (4), used in themain body of this article to describe the
nonrelativistic quantum theory of the FEL in the Bambini–Renieri frame summarized in appendix A.Weﬁrst
obtain the classical Hamiltonian and then quantize it.
B.1. Taking the square root
We start from the relativisticHamiltonian [45]
r p p A rH t c e t m c, , , B.12 0
2 2( ) ( ( )) ( )º - +
of a single electronwith the restmassm0 of the electron, the elementary charge e interacting at the position r and
with themomentum pwith an electromagnetic ﬁeld. Thisﬁeld is given by the vector potential A A AL Wº +
consisting of the laserﬁeld (subscript L)
A z t, e c.c. B.2k ct zL L i L( ) ˜ ( )( )º +- -
travelling in positive z-direction and thewiggler (subscript W)
A z t, e c.c. B.3k ct zW W i W( ) ˜ ( )( )º +- +
which propagates in the opposite direction as apparent from the opposite signs of the phases. The amplitudes of
the vector potentials are given by L˜ and ,W˜ and the correspondingwave numbers kL and kW coincide in the
Bambini–Renieri frame, i.e. k k k.L W= º The polarizations of bothﬁelds are chosen to be circular with the
polarization vector  fulﬁlling the relations 02 2* = = and 1.· *  = UsingCoulomb gauge, i. e.
A 0,· = the polarization vectors are orthognal to the z-direction.
Under these assumptions theHamiltonian is independent of the x and y coordinate andwe can infer that the
conjugatemomenta are constants ofmotionwhich even vanish if we choose the initialmomentumparallel to
the z-direction. Thus, only the z-coordinate and its conjugatemomentum p pz º are dynamical variables for
the electron.Moreover, the scalar product p A· vanishes for transversal ﬁelds and theHamiltonian,
equation (B.1) takes the form
A AH z p t c p e z t z t m c, , 2 , ,2 2 L W 2 2( ) ( ) · ( )= + +
with the shiftedmass
m m a1 .2 0
2
0
2( )º +
Herewe have introduced thewiggler parameter [28]
a
e
m c
2
B.40
W
0
˜
( )
º
and have neglected the contribution arising from A ,L
2 since .L W∣ ˜ ∣ ∣ ˜ ∣ 
Next, we perform the nonrelativistic approximation by expanding the relativistic square root
A AH z p t mc
p
mc
e
mc
z t z t, , 1
2
, ,2
2 2
2 L W
( ) ( )
( ) · ( )= + +⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
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which yields
A AH z p t mc
p
m
e
m
z t z t, ,
2
, , . B.52
2 2
L W( ) ( ) · ( ) ( )» + +
This expansion is only valid if themomentum p of the electron is nonrelativistic for all times, i.e. p mc. For
the classical FEL the variable p assumes itsmaximal value mV e2 20 2 L W˜ ˜ = with the constraint that the
electron performs a boundedmotion [28]; for all reasonable parameters e m c 12 L W 2 2∣ ˜ ∣∣ ˜ ∣ ( )   and the
motion in the Bambini–Renieri frame is nonrelativistic.
In themain body of this article we show that in the quantum regime the change of the electronmomentum is
of the order of the recoil q k2 ,º which translates with the help of equation (41) to q mc 4 1C Wgl l= 
and ensures the validity of the approximateHamiltonian, equation (B.5), for theQuantumFEL, too.
After inserting the explicit expressions for the vector potentials, equations (B.2) and(B.3), we arrive at
H z p
p
m
e
m
,
2
e c.c. , B.6kz
2 2
W L
i2( )( ) ˜ ˜ ( ) = + ++
wherewe have neglected the constant termmc .2 We emphasize that thisHamiltonian is time-independent, since
the time-dependent phases cancel in the Bambini–Renieri framewith our particular choice of polarization.
B.2.Quantization
Weproceed by deriving the quantized version of theHamiltonian, equation (B.6). First, we quantize themotion
of the electron by replacing its position z and conjugatemomentum p by their operator counterparts zˆ and pˆ
fulﬁlling the commutation relation z p, i .[ ˆ ˆ] = Furthermore, we treat the laser ﬁeld as a quantized ﬁeld and
introduce the photon annihilation aLˆ and creation operator aLˆ† with the bosonic commutation relation
a a, 1L L[ ˆ ˆ ]† = via the substitutions
aL L L˜ ˆ 
and
a .L L˜ ˆ†* 
Here L denotes the amplitude of the quantized laser ﬁeld.
We emphasize that this quantized version of the vector potential is not in the Schrödinger picture, where the
fundamental operators have to be time-independent. This feature originates from the fact that we have already
time-dependent ﬁelds in the classical Hamiltonian(B.1) instead of time-independent ones and an additional
freeHamiltonian of the electromagnetic ﬁeld.
Due to its high intensity we treat thewiggler as a classical, externalﬁeldwith W W˜ ˜* = =const. The
mechanical action of thewiggler ﬁeld is taken into account by the position operator zˆ of the electron in
equation (B.3).
Thus, we arrive at the quantizedHamiltonian
H
p
m
g a a
2
e e ,kz kz
2
L
2i
L
2i( )ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ † ˆ¢ = + ++ -
wherewe have have deﬁned the coupling constant
g
e
m
1
. B.7
2
L W
˜ ( )

 º
ThisHamiltonian already shows us the basic processes in the FEL: if a photon is created by a ,Lˆ† the electron
decelerates by the recoil q k2 ,º symbolized by themomentum shift operator e .kzi2 ˆ- In the case of absorption,
a ,Lˆ the electron gainsmomentum, denoted by the different sign in the phase of themomentum shift operator.
AppendixC. Short-time expansion: second-order contribution
In this appendixwe derive explicit expressions for the coefﬁcients c p t;( )m deﬁned in equation (13) from the
expansion in equation (10) including second-order processes. For this purpose, we calculate thematrix element
n p q, 02∣ ˆ ∣ ( ) m m yº á + - ñandﬁnd from equation (11)with the deﬁnition of the second-order
contribution
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t n p q H t t
i
d , 0 .
t
0
2 2 1 2∣ ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )∣ ( )

ò m m y= - á + - ñ
Theﬁrst integration has already been performed in the context of the ﬁrst-order expansion in equation (14)
andwe use these results to obtain the expression
n n c n n c
n n c
1 0 1 0
2 1 0 C.1
0 0 2 2
2 2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )   

m m m m
m m
= + + + + + + + -
+ + + + +
m m
m
- + - -
+ +
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
describing the two-photon processes.
In equation (C.1)wehave deﬁned the integrals
t g t
t
d e sinc
2
t p
q t
2
0
2
2
2
i 3 5
2
3 1
2
2
r 2( ) òº - Dw   -
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
and
t g t
t
d e sinc
2
t
t
0
0
2
2
2
i
1 1
2
2
1 2
2
2( ) òº - D  D - - 
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
wherewe have recalled from equation (7) the deﬁnition
p
p
q
j2
1
2
j j r( ) wD = D º - -
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
of the detuning to simplify the notation.
Next we perform the remaining integration and arrive at the explicit expressions
gt
t
t
ti
2
e sinc
2
e sinc C.2
t t
2
2
1
i
2
0 i
1
2
0 1
2 ( )( ) ( ) º - D D - D+ D D⎜ ⎟⎡⎣⎢ ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ ⎤⎦⎥
and
gt
t
t
t
i
2
e sinc e sinc
2
C.3t
t
2
2
2
i
3
2
i
2
13
2
1( )( ) ( ) º - D D - D- - - D - - D -- - ⎜ ⎟⎡⎣⎢ ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠⎤⎦⎥
for the coefﬁcients of the two-photon transitions.
The corrections to c p t; 0( )=m that arise from two-photon processes take the form
gt
t
t
ti
2
e sinc
4
e sinc
2
4
t
t
0
2
0
i
4
1 i
2
4
0 11 0 1( )( ) = - D
D - D + D+ D D +D⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎡⎣⎢
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⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
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⎤
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4
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t
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2
1
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2
4
1 2 i
4
21 2 2( )( ) = - D
D + D - D-
-
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⎛
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⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎤
⎦⎥
This representation shows that these contributions only occur in the second-order expansion since they are
proportional to g n t1 .2( )+
In themain part of our article we analyze the transition probabilities for the two-photon transitions starting
froman initial Fock state n∣ ñ for the laser ﬁeld and themomentumdistribution p( )f for the electron.Hence, we
choose the initial condition c p0 ,,0( ) ( )d fºm m which leads us to
c t g n t
g n
pi 2
1
C.42
r
2( ) ( ) ( )w f= - +
+
+ +
with the dimensionlessmomentum-dependent amplitude
t
te
sinc
e
sinc
2
.
t
p
q
t
p
q
2
i
1
2
1
2
i
2
1
2
1
1
2
1( )( ) ( ) º - D - -
D
+
- D - D
⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
Herewe have shifted themomentumby q2- leading to a shift of 2 in the index of the detunings jD in
equation (C.2).
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Similarly, the loss of two photons follows from the relation
c t g n t
g n
pi
1
, C.52
r
2( ) ( ) ( )w f= -
-
- -
with the dimensionless amplitude
t
t
e
sinc
2
e
sinc ,
t
p
q
t
p
q
2
i
2
1
2
2
i
1
2
3
2
2 3
2 ( )( ) ( ) º +
D -
+
D-
D
- D
-
- -
⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
where now the indices of the detunings jD in equation (C.3) are shifted by−2 corresponding to a shift in
momentumof q2 .+
To obtain the probability densitites for the corresponding processes, we have to take themodulus square of
equations (C.4) and (C.5), respectively, andweﬁnd the expressions
c p t g n t
g n
p; 2
1
2
2 2 2
r
2
2
2 2( ) ( ) ∣ ( )∣w f= +
+
+ +
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
and
c p t g n t
g n
p; 1 ,2
2 2 2
r
2
2
2 2( ) ( ) ∣ ( )∣w f= -- -
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
discussed in detail in section 4.2.
AppendixD. Themethod of averaging applied to the FEL
In this appendixwe show the detailed calculations that lead to the results of section 5which allow us to identify
theQuantumFEL as a two-level system. In particular, we derive within the framework of themethod of
averaging [22, 46] the probabilities for the electron to be in themomentum states 0m = and 1.m = - For the
sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves to the case of the resonance p q 2.=
D.1. Basic elements
To keep our article self-containedwe ﬁrst explain the basic elements of themethod of averaging before we
consider the speciﬁc situation of the FEL dynamics. Since herewe are following rather closely the approach of
[34]we only sketch themain ideas of the technique and refer the interested reader to this article for details.
We start by expanding the probability amplitudes
c f ft t t t1
2
2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )s e e= + + + 
into a power series in ε, wherewe have separated c t( ) into a slowly-varying part t( )s and rapidly-oscillating
parts f tj ( )which are suppressed by powers of ε.
In the second stepwe assume that f j are linear functions of ,s i.e. f ,j j s= yielding
c t t t t . D.11 2 2( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )  se e= + + + 
Moreover, we assume for the slowly- varying coefﬁcients t( )s the effective Schrödinger equation
t ti D.20 2 2 3 3( )˙ ( ) ( ) ( )  s se e= + + + 
with the higher-order contributions j to the effective, time-independentHamiltonian.
Based on these assumptionswenowhave to determine j and t .j( ) Weachieve this goal by inserting
equation (D.1) into the Schrödinger equation, equation (27), for the coefﬁcients c t( ) using equation (D.2) and
solving the resulting equations order byorder. Themaindifference between themethodof averaging andordinary
perturbativemethods is thatwe absorb the time-independent terms into j to avoid secular growth [46].
In theﬁrst steps of our calculationwe subsequently obtain
t
e t
1
0
i
r
r
( ) å nw= - n
nw
n
¹
and
D.32
0 r
( )  å nw= - n
n n
¹
-
for the lowest-order corrections.
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In the samemanner—but withmore involved calculations—we arrive at
t
e
,
e
D.4
t t
2
0
i
2
r
2 0
0
i
r
2
r
, 0
r
( ) [ ] ( )    å ål w nmw= - +l
lw
l
n m
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n m m
¹ - ¹
-
n m¹
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1
, ,3
0
2
r
2 0
0 r
2
, 0
[ ]
( )
   
  å ål w m m n w= - + +l l l m n
m n n m
¹
-
+ ¹
- -
m n¹
which give the next higher orders for the rapidly varying part and for the slowly varying part, respectively.
D.2. Application toQuantumFEL
Having developed themathematical tools we can now consider our problemof interest, i.e. the FEL dynamics.
Therefore, we ﬁrst have to look at the initial conditions: at t=0 the electron should be at themomentum
eigenstate with p q 2= which translates into the initial condition c t 0 ,0( ) d= =m m for the probability
amplitudes.However, we do not know yet the initial conditions for the slowly-varying contributions 0 .( )s We
ﬁnd themby inverting equation (D.1), that is
c0 0 0 01 2 2
1( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) s e e= + + -
or
c0 0 0 0 0 , D.51 2 1
2 2
2
3( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )   s e e e e= - + - +
wherewe have only kept terms up to the order .2e
To simplify our notationwe restrict ourselves to the states from 1m = - to 2m = and introduce the
notation , , , .1 0 1 2 T( )s s s s sº - Other contributions do not play a role if we are only interested in the lowest-
order corrections. From equation (D.5)we obtain
0
2
, 1
4
, 0,
4
, D.6
2 2 T
( ) ( )s a a a= -⎛⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
wherewe have used the approximation n n n2 1 »  » valid for n 1 to introduce the quantum
parameterα deﬁned in equation (23) as the expansion parameter of our approach.
With the help of equations (D.3) and(D.4)we arrive at the linear differential equation
t ti
4
0 0
4
0
2
1 0
0 1
2
0
4
0 0
4
, D.7r
2 3
2
4
4
2
3 2
2
2
( )
( )
˙ ( ) ( ) ( )s sw
a a
a a
a a
a a
=
- -
- -
a
a
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
whichwe have to solve subjected to the initial condition equation (D.6).
We notice that the states with 0m = and 1,m = as well as the states 1m = - and 2m = couple separately so
thatwe effectively have to solve two two-dimensional problems. Furthermore whenwe keep track of the
contributions of this equation, we realize that all diagonal terms arise from .2 Hence, to obtain theﬁrst
corrections to the Rabi frequency raw of the two-level systemwith 0m = and 1,m = and to include the ﬁrst
off-diagonal contributions for the coupled states 1m = - and 2m = we have to keep the next higher order term
3 of the effectiveHamiltonian.
The solution of equation (D.7) reads
t
t
t
t
t
e 1
4
0
cos 1
i sin 1
0
e
2
1
2
cos
0
0
i sin
.t ti 2
2 4 r
4 r
i 4
4 r
4 r
2
r
2
2
2
r
3
3
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )s a
a w
a w
a a
w
w
= -
-
- -
+ +
-
a w
a
a
a w
a
a
- ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
Finally, we use equation (D.1) to obtain the coefﬁcients c t( ) leading us to the transition probabilities for the
excited state
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c t t
t t t
1
2
cos 1
4
2
cos
4
cos 1
3
8
2 cos 1
4
, D.8
0
2 2 2
2
r
2 3
r
2
r
2
r
( )
( )
a a a w
a a w a w a a w
= - -
+ + -
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎡
⎣⎢
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎤
⎦⎥
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎡
⎣⎢
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎤
⎦⎥
the ground state
c t t
t t t
1
2
sin 1
4
2
sin
4
cos 1
3
8
2 sin 1
4
,
1
2 2 2
2
r
2 3
r
2
r
2
r
( ) a a a w
a a w a w a a w
= - -
+ + -
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎡
⎣⎢
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎤
⎦⎥
⎛
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⎞
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⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎤
⎦⎥
and the neighboring levels
c t t t
t t t
4
cos
4
cos 1
4
2 cos
4
cos 1
3
8
2 cos 1
4
,
1
2 2 2
3
r
2
2
r
3
r
2
r
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( ) a a w a a w
a w a w a a w
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- + -
-
⎛
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⎛
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⎞
⎠⎟
⎡
⎣⎢
⎛
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⎞
⎠⎟
⎤
⎦⎥
⎛
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⎞
⎠⎟
⎡
⎣⎢
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎛
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⎞
⎠⎟
⎤
⎦⎥
⎞
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and
c t t t
t t t
4
sin
4
sin 1
4
2 sin
4
cos 1
3
8
2 sin 1
4
. D.9
2
2 2 2
3
r
2
2
r
3
r
2
r
2
r
( )
( )
a a w a a w
a w a w a a w
= + -
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⎡
⎣⎢
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Here, we have kept terms in the amplitude up to second order inα, while we have calculated the contributions in
the phases up to third order inα, as to obtain the lowest-order corrections to the two-level approximation given
by equation (33).
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